Thank you for selecting this quality Griot’s product. The **Fuel Guard** protects your car from fuel spills. Gasoline, diesel fuel and fuel additives can all strip off your car’s finish in seconds! **Fuel Guard** also protects the paint around your fuel filler from chips that the fuel nozzle may cause. The **Fuel Guard** safely channels spills onto the ground, away from your car. The **Fuel Guard** is made of a polymer, which stays soft, and flexible, will not dry out, crack or harden in use. Enjoy the best!

**USEFUL INSTRUCTIONS**
1. Remove the fuel cap.
2. Stretch and fit the opening in the **Fuel Guard** around the fuel fill pipe. Push the **Fuel Guard** back.
3. After pumping fuel, use the side tab to roll up the **Fuel Guard** so your hands stay clean.
4. Put fuel cap back on.
5. **Fuel Guard** folds out of sight, behind your gas cap door when not in use. (Picture A)

**NOTE:** Certain late model European cars have a metal cup or rim around the fuel fill pipe and fill cap. **Fuel Guard** will stretch and fit around this rim or cap.

**TRIMMING THE GUARD (OPTIONAL)**
Fuel Guard is designed to fit cars and trucks. When trimming **Fuel Guard**, be careful not to cut into the circle around the opening. To avoid scratching your car, remove **Fuel Guard** from your car before trimming.
To trim length, always cut about ¼” inch below one of the three standoffs on the back of the **Fuel Guard**. Do not cut the **Fuel Guard** flush at the standoff. Trim width by cutting along either side of the **Fuel Guard** as shown on the dotted lines. (Picture B)

**DISCLAIMER**
Griot’s Garage is not responsible for any misuse of the **Fuel Guard** for any injury or damage incurred to any person or object related to the **Fuel Guard**.

**ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS**
To order another **Fuel Guard**, or for a complete selection of quality Griot’s Garage products, please write or call us toll-free at 800-345-5789. Or visit our website at www.griotsgarage.com. Reorder item number **45533**.

*Have fun in your garage!*